Hello, my friend. I’m sorry you’re here.
What you are going through (or have gone through) is no joke. It’s spectacularly painful.
It sucks. It’s hard. Impossible. Senseless even.
And yet, I’m glad you’re here. And I’m glad that I can be here with you.
I just created a new course, Mining for Gold in a Dark Night of Your Soul.
It is my hope that it will help you Make It Through, Make Sense Of, and Make Lemonade
From Life’s Bitter Passages.
It starts in a few weeks.

The short answer is . . . you fumble and tumble your way through.
The longer answer is . . . you learn to feel your feelings all the way through . . . decipher
the deeper messages in your emotions . . . find safety in your body . . . comprehend what
about your life is asking to be changed . . . breathe . . . take a break . . . ask for help . . . find
a person or two who can listen well and not try to rush you back to cheerfulness . . . and
when you can’t tell your ass from your elbow let yourself be guided by someone who’s
been in similar spots . . . rinse, repeat . . . rinse, repeat . . .

The longer answer is . . . this course.
In this course, we’ll be talking about what most people don’t want to talk about — or don’t
know how to talk about.
We’ll be getting you some skills and perspectives that are rare, that most people go
through their lives without, and that can make a profound difference.

It’s likely you’ve heard — and even used — the phrase, Dark Night of the Soul.
But when The Dark really comes for you, you can no longer toss it around lightly. You find
yourself thrown into the heaviest place you’ve been.

As in … making it through a divorce.
Re-finding yourself after divorce.
Becoming a mother. Not becoming
a mother. Post-partum. Health crisis.
Moving homes. Moving countries. Death.
Betrayal. Grief. Depression. Loss.
Things that used to work, now don’t.
Things that were clear, now are muddled.
Things that used to be easy, now are impossible.
Sacred castles lovingly erected, now burned to ash.

The Dark begins with a cosmic disrobing of everything you’ve held sacred and precious.
(Because what you knew yesterday is not what you need to know today).
The Dark continues with a painful disorientation like nothing else. You don’t know
WHO or WHERE you are. (Because although you feel lost, you are on the trail to find
Home within yourself).
The Dark makes it overly obvious that the ways you have set up your life just ain’t
working anymore. (And it’s high time some shit gets changed).
The Dark reveals to you the parts of you that you have buried and disavowed. (And will
not let up until you welcome those prodigal beauties home).
The Dark gets all up in your face with the painful beliefs you have about yourself and
your value. (So you can, firmly planted in your worth, grow into the next version of who
you are becoming).
The Dark kicks you off the spiritual titty you’ve been suckling a bit too long. (So that you
can forge a deeper, truer connection to your Self and your Soul).
The Dark shows you that no, you are not going crazy. (You are being reshaped).

The part of you that goes down into the Dark is not the part that gets you out.
The YOU that is becoming, the YOU that The Dark is growing you into, is a YOU that you
can only find by going through a Dark Night of the Soul.

My hope, dear one, is that you let me be your
guide through this shadowy terrain so that I can
help you emerge Fortified. Humbled. Radiant.
More deeply connected to your inner knowing. Spine straight, two feet planted firmly on
the earth, eyes clear and flashing.

And so . . . here is the medicine:

Making It Through, Making Sense Of
and Making Lemonade From Life’s Bitter Passages
A 12-week transformational journey
of classes, coaching & community with LiYana
Registration is open through November 14, 2019.
Click below to join us:

MONTH 1 ~ NOVEMBER 2019
Dark Nights of the Soul
What they are, why they happen, how you know you’re in one, and why they are a form of
“feminine” medicine. Why the trains of our lives stop in the Underworld in the first place,
and the insights, strength, and transformation possible as a result.
Your Shadow
We’ll intrepidly explore this scary territory where we tend to put the parts of ourselves we
can’t face, have disowned, or haven’t met yet. We’ll work the transformational process
of seeing what we’ve been unable or unwilling to see. As we become OK with our
brokenness, wholeness and humility are born.
Your Feelings
Why we fear them most, why they show up in the first place, how to survive their strong
storms. Learn when to run right into the tornado and when to help it dissipate. Discern
for yourself when you’re bravely facing a demon vs. “wallowing” and when you’re
obsessively avoiding vs. going for a healthy distraction.

MONTH 2 ~ DECEMBER 2019
The Deeper Messages of Emotions
Learn what tough feelings like anger, grief, anxiety, shame, doubt, and depression have
to say to you. Work with them as the tough-love allies they are, here to help you squeeze
through the eye of the needle of your Dark Times.
Feeling Safe in Your Body
Tools and practices to stay present, calm, resourceful, and connected to yourself when
things get intense. A healing salve for everyone, especially recovering people-pleasers,
over-functioners, and co-dependents.
Radical Trust
Of things that at first seem completely untrustworthy like change, chaos, loss, and flux.
And like your feelings, your intuition, your body, your Soul, your journey, and Life Itself.

MONTH 3 ~ JANUARY 2020
Fierce Boundaries & Forgiveness
Of yourself and others, without letting them off (or yourself) the hook. Set up (and
maintain) fierce boundaries. Cut cords and cut ties. Practice being kind and developing a
beautiful friendship with yourself.
Your Innate Goodness
Borrowing from Buddhism, you’ll learn to rest in the Truth about you: that you are
inherently good, valuable, and even magnificent — the antidote to the Core Human
Wound of feeling inherently flawed or unworthy.
No Light-Washing or Spiritual By-Passing
As we go, we will resist tactics like feel-better platitudes, obsessive positivity, finding
silver-linings, and learning-our-lessons. Because while they may be well-intentioned, they
usually make us feel worse. And, especially under the guise of “elevated consciousness”
and “evolved spirituality,” they conveniently allow us to avoid what really needs our
attention.
(But we’ll crack a lot of jokes too. The Dark can be funny AF).

MONTH 4 ~ FEBRUARY 2020
Asking For and Offering Help
How to prepare others in your life to support you, when you are in the muck. How to help
others who are going through it. How to show up and speak up, even when things get
difficult.
Resurrecting the Sacred
In your own time and in ways that are personal to you, you’ll open to newer and truer
ways to connect to what is holy and meaningful to you, even (and especially) through the
ordinariness of your daily life.

Details
Over four months, starting November 15, 2019 and ending February 13, 2020,
Mining For Gold in The Dark Night of the Soul will come in the form of:
•

Seven Mining For Gold Classes. Together with your like-hearted community, via
Zoom video conference, we’ll learn and practice the skills, insights, and tools that
can make a tremendous difference when things fall apart.

•

Four Q+A & Coaching Sessions. Each month, bring your questions, stuck spots,
ah-has, and molten heart, and we’ll attend to them all. If you can’t come live, you
can pre-submit what you’d like attention on, and listen to the recording shortly
thereafter.

•

A handful of Guest Interviews. Authors I deeply admire whose profound work has
touched me while in — and helped me out of — The Dark.

•

Exercises and practices. We’ll do them in class and set you up to do them at
home.

•

A private Facebook Group. This is where you’ll connect with me and your likehearted community, from any time zone, at all hours of the day and night. And I’m
really in there with you, responding and connecting.

For our Classes, Q+As, Coaching sessions, and Guest Interviews, we’ll meet on Zoom
video conferences, which will run about 75 minutes.
(In truth, sometimes we may run a little over if we’re really deep into your questions
or the material needs a bit more explanation. Sometimes we might end early, as well.
We’ll bend time as we need to).
Ideally, you’ll attend live, which is where the most magic is. But mountains can’t
always be moved and time zones are unforgiving, so all classes will of course be
recorded so you can partake whenever.
Oh, and some class dates/times might change (especially due Guests’ availability) but
with as much advance notice to you as possible.

Bonuses
Membership in my online Community, The Deep End! This is the cauldron, so to speak,
around which an incredible group of women gather to, well, deepen, as well as practice,
expand, and connect.

Membership includes regular, live Q+As and Coaching with me (free coaching, yo!), a
private Facebook group, Guest Masterclasses, my signature online course “Feminine
Genius At Work,” my favorite daily meditations, and a series of training courses which are
custom-created based on what YOU want and need most in your life:
•

Feminine Genius At Work: A rule-bending philosophy and my signature 8-week
guided online course, designed to help you use less “Masculine” hustle and have
more “Feminine” flow — so you can get your gifts into the world with less overwork
& overwhelm and more clarity, confidence & (dare I say!) magic. {More about it here}

•

Embodiment Meditations: 5-minute daily practices for things like Staying
Grounded During Conflict, Managing Overwhelm, Transforming Jealousy, and
Turning Around Toxic Self-Talk.

•

Mini Training on “NEEDS: Believe, Ask, Receive.”

•

Mini Training on “Man Whispering: Using Feminine Genius to Understand,
Communicate and Partner with Men.”

•

A Library of past Q+As, Group Coaching sessions, and Guest Masterclasses on
topics like “Beauty as a Spiritual Practice,” “Transforming the Mother Wound,”
“Deciphering Cravings,” and “Becoming an Ageless Woman.”

•

AND … a free copy of my audio book, “Feminine Genius” when it comes out in
2020.

Dollars
This Mining For Gold in The Dark Night of Your Soul course runs you a wonderfully
random . . .

$236
in four monthly installments of $59
Mining For Gold is a special course I’m offering only for members of my online
Community, which is $59 a month.
So, in joining the Mining For Gold in The Dark Night of Your Soul course, you’ll become a
Community member! At least for the four months of this course, and as long as you wish.
Honestly, your Dark Night probably won’t complete tidily at the end of our four months
together. And so you may reeeaaallly welcome the continued support and community
that membership brings you.
As you can see from the list above, there are quite a lot of other courses, perks, and an
active community of like-hearted women that come along with your membership, so you
may find that you want to stay with us for a good while. And I hope you do! It’s my joy to
connect with you in this ongoing and meaningful way. { More about it here }
For example, after Mining For Gold completes in February 2020 I’ll guide you through
the next few months (with well-timed emails, practices, and prompts to share in the
Community) the Feminine Genius At Work Course and the Embodiment Meditations
course. All while you regularly attend Q+As, Group Coaching Sessions, guest classes, and
you connect with me and your Community in our Facebook group.
You can, of course, bounce out of The Deep End Community when Mining For Gold
completes, after February 2020. Just let me know by email, and I’ll cancel your
membership and bill you no further, no questions asked.
This Mining For Gold course and community comes with a 30-day money-back
guarantee. If you don’t love it, I certainly don’t want to take your cash. I want that $59
monthly charge on your credit card to make you smile deeply.

Dates
NOVEMBER 2019
Class #1						Class #2
First Stop, The Underworld			
Feel It, All Of It			
Friday November 15, 2019			
Tuesday November 19, 2019
3pm Eastern / 12pm Pacific USA		
12pm Eastern / 9am Pacific USA
Guest: Sera Beak					
Author, Redvelations: A Soul’s 		
Journey to Becoming Human		
Thursday November 21, 2019			
1pm Eastern / 10am Pacific USA		

Live Q+A
Questions & Coaching
Monday November 25, 2019
1pm Eastern / 10am Pacific USA

DECEMBER 2019
Class #3						Live Q+A
Breathing Underwater				
Questions & Coaching
Tuesday December 3, 2019 			
Thursday December 12, 2019
6:30pm Eastern / 3:30pm Pacific USA
5:30pm Eastern / 2:30pm Pacific USA
Class #4						Guest: Mirabai Starr
Shadows & Light					
Author & Translator, Dark Night
Friday December 13, 2019			
of the Soul (by St. John of The Cross)
3pm Eastern / 12pm Pacific USA		
Tuesday December 17, 2019
							1pm Eastern / 10am Pacific USA
JANUARY 2020
Class #5						Live Q+A
Fierce Boundaries & Forgiveness		
Questions & Coaching
Friday January 10, 2020				
Friday January 17, 2020
3pm Eastern / 12pm Pacific USA		
3pm Eastern / 12pm Pacific USA
Class #6						Guest: TBA
Help: Asking & Receiving			
Tuesday January 29, 2020
Friday January 24, 2020				
12pm Eastern / 9am Pacific USA
3pm Eastern / 12pm Pacific USA		
FEBRUARY 2020
Live Q+A						Class #7
Questions & Coaching				
Coming Full Circle
Friday February 7, 2020				
Thursday February 13, 2020
3pm Eastern / 12pm Pacific USA		
3pm Eastern / 12pm Pacific USA

You still here? Oh, good.
Maybe you and I have known each other for years. Maybe this is the first you’ve heard of
me and you’re curious. Or somewhere in between.
So here’s a little about me and how I came to my understanding of (and reverence for)
The Dark Night of the Soul.

At 40-something years into my life, things were pretty peachy. Great relationship of over
a decade, good health, lovely new baby, expansion in my coaching practice of 16 years,
beautiful community and friends.
And then one day in the middle of a bleak winter, the color drained out of my life.
All my life-long techniques for joy and positivity and motivation, stopped working. I had
panic attacks by day and insomnia by night. I would get caught for days at a time in
storms of rage, grief, depression.
My husband, friends, and community had little idea how to help and backed slowly away
from me. Healer after healer plied me with expensive regimes and eventually threw their
hands up as well.
This lasted for a year. Of excruciating hell.
As I flailed about I found a liferaft here, some driftwood there.
Physically, I found that I was dealing with the fallout from a life-long addiction to overworking and over-functioning. I began to heal my thyroid imbalance, hypoglycemia,
autoimmunity, heavy metal toxicity, and low neurotransmitters.
Metaphysically, I found that I was dealing with the fallout from a life-long
misunderstanding around my inherent unworthiness and compulsion to put everyone’s
well-being above my own. I began to heal my sense of disconnection from myself, other
people, and Source.
I learned to re-find myself in an emotional storm. I found that each feeling had a startling
message for me. I looked lucidly at the places I had betrayed myself, muted myself, and
let myself run dry.
Eventually (long, long after the point which I thought I was sure I couldn’t take one
more step), I emerged.

I emerged with an astonishing appreciation
for — and an uncanny ability to guide a
fellow human through — the brutal, loving
process that is a Dark Night of the Soul.
None of this was drizzled on me like honey from heaven. I hauled each insight and skill
out the blazing, brutal, beautiful forge of The Dark.
The Invitation that is a Dark Night of Your Soul, is not fluffy.
It is in invitation to drop into a depth of Inner Knowing that is yours alone and cannot
be taken from you. It is an Invitation to a type of gravitas that is fused into your bones
because you extracted it with your bare hands from the molten center of the earth.

An Invitation to . . . know WHERE and WHO you are.
You become oriented in the Dark. You find that you are not lost, even in this unknown,
nowhere place. You forge a deeper, truer sense of yourself, no better or worse or more
special than anyone else — and yet extraordinary.
See beauty even in the ugly.
You attend to unattended sorrows. Do your Shadow work. See in The Dark.
Acknowledge. Rest in your brokenness and your wholeness..
Feel (vs. think) your way through.
You feel your feelings and not die from them. Trust your intuition (as much as your logic)
and your body (as much as your mind). Find safety in your body. Find home in your Self.
Make your way through the impossible eye of the needle.
You bear the unbearable. You find the way out is through. After an impossibly long
winter, spring comes.
Forge a deeper, newer, truer connection to your Soul.
You refine your connection to the Divine. You resurrect your trust in your body. You
renew your sensual vitality. You restore what is meaningful to you.

Chances are, if you are still reading this, this is the right medicine for you, at the right time.
Perhaps you’d even like to invite a friend to dive in with you.
It would be my honor to support your Mining For Gold in The Dark Night of Your Soul.

So, my friend, what do you say?
Doors close November 14, 2019.
Click below & join us.

Even though you might feel crazy, it’s natural to go through a Dark Night of the Soul.
Even though you might feel you’ve fallen off your path, you are right smack on your Soul’s
journey.
Even though things might feel meaningless, there is astonishing intelligence funding the
shit storm you are in.

The wise Dark reminds us:
out of being broken, we will rise.

“The change of orientation that
these perspectives bring, changed
everything for me. I never believed in
a friendly universe and I do now. I no
longer see myself as a project to fix.
I feel safe, at peace, and I like myself,
exactly as I am.”

Shadi Mogadime

Business Consultant
Toronto, Canada

“I am not the same person I was before
I met LiYana. I’ve come to understand
intimately the beautiful gems in the
darkest parts of myself.
You see, this is where LiYana shines.
THIS is her specialty. She dives in
with you — deep. She’s masterful in
navigating you through the places you
feel trapped, ugly, wrong, crazy, enraged, or depressed.
If any of this resonates with you, trust that you’ve found this
page for a reason. You’ve found LiYana for a reason. She’s a
genius in the realm of reinvention, a trusted soul sister who
helps you remember who you ARE, and who is there by your
side when you forget.”

Jennifer Zlaket

Certified iRest Meditation Teacher and Mindfulness Coach
San Pedro La Laguna, Lago Atitlan, Guatemala

“I used to believe my needs didn’t
matter. I now know that my acceptance
and expression of my needs is the only
way to my happiness.
I now have a solid sense of myself,
which has has offered me so much light
during a very tough six-month Dark
Night.”

Allison Bondanza

Clinical Psychologist
Washington, DC

“I have stopped second guessing myself
based on someone else’s opinion. I truly
feel more adult. That poor little scared
girl inside of me, who was seen and not
heard, feels loved and nourished now.
I belong. Everywhere. That’s really
incredible for a woman who’s always felt
like an outsider, everywhere.”

Tamara Cameron
Health Coach
San Francisco, CA

“The negative self destructive loops have
turned way down. I don’t feel desperate,
frantic, or like I’ll never reach my goals &
desires. I feel solid. Clear about my own
definition of success. And I trust myself
to get there.
I feel a sense of worthiness deep in my
bones.”

Tulasi Adeva

Somatic Therapist
Kauai, HI

The first class starts Friday November 15, 2019.
I can’t wait to see you.
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